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Swimming Studies 2012-07-05

winner of the 2012 national book critics circle award autobiography swimming studies is a brilliantly original
meditative memoir that explores the worlds of competitive and recreational swimming from her training for the
olympic trials as a teenager to enjoying pools and beaches around the world as an adult leanne shapton offers a
fascinating glimpse into the private often solitary realm of swimming her spare and elegant writing reveals an
intimate narrative of suburban adolescence spent underwater in a discipline that continues to inspire shapton s work as
an artist and author her illustrations throughout the book offer an intuitive perspective on the landscapes and imagery
of the sport shapton s emphasis is on the smaller moments of athletic pursuit rather than its triumphs for the
accomplished athlete aspiring amateur or habitual practicer this remarkable work of written and visual sketches
propels the reader through a beautifully personal and universally appealing exercise in reflection

In Cars: on Diana 2022-04

a visual essay a poem a study of princess diana image celebrity and identity artist and writer leanne shapton has
painted princess diana from the hundreds of photographs of her getting out of cars examining her iconography and
meaning in gesture and form in cars on diana is about photography celebrity identity facsimile and where to hold the
beheld it is also an obsessive and loving collection of studies abstracted and haunting leanne shapton is one of the most
broadly creative and gifted people at work today a true artist both visual and verbal david rakoff leanne shapton
writes with such curiosity ruefulness intelligence and grace sheila heti a strange and evocative poem nesting in a
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sequence of paintings both the art and the words examining diana having her photograph taken getting out of cars
each path taking us inevitably to the final car ride like a gentler kinder j g ballard leanne takes us on a journey into
cars and iconography and the spirit of ecstasy neil gaiman shapton is a wonder by restricting herself to the narrowest
of subject matters she has made something utterly new her essay poem on diana and cars is as elegant and resonant as
her pictures a fascinating remarkable beautiful book nick laird through murk and blur shapton sucks the color from
the too familiar shapes and surfaces photographic images yield she amplifies the overexposed surfaces we use to claim
ownership of self and others embedding us in photography s vanishing games taryn simon in cars is both a silent
movie flipbook and an essay poem its major theme is diana but it identifies something specific and uncanny and
universal the pathos of glamour the lack of sovereignty that s encoded in our paparazzi images of celebrity women
adam thirlwell

Was She Pretty? 2016-02-02

a dreamy exploration of relationships and jealousy pithy and deadpan it s no self help book salon what s left when a
relationship ends where does jealousy come from delicately and sensitively leanne shapton swimming studies
ruminates on ex lovers and our lovers ex lovers a few expressive pencil lines outline a long abandoned winter coat
here an ineffably alluring mona lisa smile there each double page describes the way all exes are captured as impossible
to live up to as a polaroid taken at a flattering angle this new paperback edition of was she pretty brings the reader
deep into a circle of phantoms its intimate liaisons embarrassing secrets and sardonic anecdotes shapton introduces the
obsessives and the dilettantes the poets and the actresses the people with great hair and the people with idiosyncratic
clothes as funny as it is insightful was she pretty speaks to a central human concern how do we compare elegantly
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drawn and perfectly narrated the pages of was she pretty are a testimonial to the power of observation and
misapprehension

Sunday Night Movies 2013-10-08

ethereal illustrations expand on a new york times series by an acclaimed author and artist sunday night movies
features leanne shapton s watercolors of resonant moments in black and white cinema selecting a brief fragment of
each chosen film she creates an indelible image that is both a hand painted movie still and a personal response to a
fleeting celluloid moment together the seventy eight paintings create a valentine to the world of cinema shapton s
journey through film history becomes a wistful celebration of the subtle moments in stories which can often slip by
unnoticed what could be a simple title still life or portrait of an actor becomes both illusive and allusive through the
medium of these personal paintings shapton s bestselling petit livre book the native trees of canada took a decades old
government catalogue and reimagined it employing bold colors and stark shapes to represent familiar trees in their
majestic glory the book was a sleeper hit and went through multiple printings with sunday night movies she brings
her love of film to light and the effect is restrained and fanciful familiar and all new

Guestbook 2019-03-26

reading guestbook feels akin to walking through an art exhibit each piece linked in ways that are ineffable but clear
yearning like a ghost lingers long after the stories are done npr one of our most imaginative writers and artists
explores the visitations that haunt us in the midst of life and reinvents the very way we narrate experience a tennis
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prodigy collapses after his wins crediting them to an invisible not entirely benevolent presence a series of ghosts
appear at their former bedsides some distraught some fascinated to witness their unfamiliar occupants a woman
returns from a visit to alcatraz with an uncomfortable feeling the spirit of a prisoner has attached himself to you a
friend tells her he sensed the sympathy you had for those men in more than two dozen stories and vignettes
accompanied by an evocative curiosity cabinet of artifacts and images guestbook beckons us through the glimmering
unsettling evidence that marks our paths in life

������������� 2020-03-27

������������ ������ �������� ������ ��� ���������������� ����� ������ ����
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Toys Talking 2017-11-07

leanne shapton gives voice to the toys on our shelves in this wry yet tender children s book always there to comfort
and listen stuffed animals provide a reassuring presence in many a childhood with toys talking acclaimed illustrator
and author leanne shapton explores their inner lives to reveal that their thoughts and feelings are just as complicated
as our own the concerns of these bunnies bears and ducks range from the mundane to the existential and with each
new pairing of character and text we see a deeper portrait of their pensive quiet world shapton holds a mirror to our
own lives to our insecurities and concerns by revealing that the objects who comfort us have worries of their own
this book brings shapton s gorgeously minimal brushstrokes to a younger audience and will leave children and parents
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alike brimming with the beauty and melancholy of self reflection

������������� 2017-05
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The Native Trees of Canada 2024-09-10

a new edition of the artist s bold reinterpretation of a century old book with a foreword by sheila heti leanne shapton s
cult art book inspired by a government textbook is back in print with a gorgeous new cover while shopping in the
used book store the monkey s paw in toronto leanne shapton happened upon a 1956 edition of the stalwart reference
book the native trees of canada originally published in 1917 by the canadian department of northern affairs and
national resources most people might simply view the book as a dry cataloging of a banal subject shapton however saw
beauty in the technical details and was inspired to create her own interpretation of the native trees of canada shapton
distills each image into its simplest form using vivid colors in lush ink and house paint she takes the otherwise
complex objects of trees pinecones and seeds and strips them down into bold almost abstract shapes and colors the
water birch is represented as two pulsating red bulbs contrasted against a gray backdrop the eastern white pine is
represented by a close up of its cone against a radiant summer sky the author of guest book toys talking sunday night
movies swimming studies was she pretty and important artifacts and personal property from the collection of lenore
doolan and harold morris including books street fashion and jewelry shapton puts forth yet another entirely new facet
of her creative artistry
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Waterloo-City, City-Waterloo 2013

written by the author of important artifacts and personal property this book creates an authorly and artistic response to
travel work and being a passenger it is part of a series of twelve books tied to the twelve lines of the london
underground as tfl celebrates 150 years of the tube with penguin

Inside Art Direction: Interviews and Case Studies 2016-02-11

honorable mention in the foreword indie awards 2016 for many design students the expectation is that they will one
day reach the top of the ladder within a design studio or corporation and become an art director but what does this
mean and how does a design student get there what does an art director do how is it different from being a designer
how does one lead and inspire a team work with freelance designers illustrators and photographers inside art direction
answers all these questions for design students and professionals alike through interviews with 18 art directors
working in a range of different industries from books and magazines to music and film to web and app design students
learn about how they got to where they are what the art director s job really entails and receive advice about the
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future of art direction in the 28 case studies illustrators art directors and editors discuss specific assignments that they
worked on how they came up with ideas and the process of getting to the final result with practical hands on advice
tips and art direction assignments that students can try out inside art direction provides insights about this fascinating
field

Whatever You Are, Be a Good One 2014-04-01

a quote book like no other this thought provoking collection compiles the timeless wisdom of great original minds
from marie curie to stephen king joan of arc to jack kerouac oscar wilde to harriet tubman brilliantly hand lettered by
beloved indie artist lisa congdon readers will find enlightening insights wisdom begins in wonder socrates stirring
calls to action leap and the net will appear john burroughs and stimulating encouragements be curious not judgmental
walt whitman beautifully illuminated on every page a delightful reminder to get out there and make the most of life
whatever you are be a good one is perfect for recent graduates creative thinkers and anyone looking for a little
inspiration

The Joy of Swimming 2016-04-19

the acclaimed artist and author invites readers to dip into the many joys of swimming in this beautifully illustrate and
loving homage to aquatic bliss brain pickings best known as an artist illustrator and author lisa congdon is also a record
breaking long distance swimmer now she shares her personal passion for swimming in this beautiful and thoughtful
celebration of getting in the water hand lettered inspirational quotes and watercolor portraits are paired with real
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people s personal stories illustrated collections of vintage objects such as colorful swim caps traditional pool signs and
bathing suits through the ages evoke the beauty and inspiration of the subject an emphasis on swimming as a way of
life from taking a leap to going with the flow makes this delightful volume a must have for serious swimmers
vacation paddlers and anyone pondering their next high dive

Holding Her Breath 2021-06-17

shortlisted for the irish book awards 2021 shortlisted for the kate o brien award 2022 a stunning debut from this new
irish talent stellar a young woman comes of age in the shadow of her family s tragic past when beth crowe starts
university she is shadowed by the ghost of her potential as a competitive swimmer free to create a fresh identity for
herself she finds herself among people who adore the poetry of her grandfather benjamin crowe who died tragically
before she was born she embarks on a secret relationship and on a quest to discover the truth about benjamin and his
widow her beloved grandmother lydia the quest brings her into an archive that no scholar has ever seen and to a
person who knows things about her family that nobody else knows holding her breath is a razor sharp moving and
seriously entertaining novel about complicated love stories ambition and grief and a young woman coming fully into
her powers a beautiful coming of age story told with impressive skill and lightness of touch i absolutely loved it louise
o neill whip smart observations and addictive prose sunday telegraph precise sure engaging and a joy to read roddy
doyle effortlessly weaving together a gripping multi layered plot while maintaining a profoundly tender touch ryan
has marked herself as a captivatingly original voice in irish literature hot press a moving debut with a satisfying
conclusion irish independent brilliant vivid i enjoyed this book enormously marian keyes enthralling image a nimble
account of student life with a darkly enjoyable undercurrent of secrecy and emotional turmoil sara baume a truly
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compelling read and one i wholeheartedly recommend buzz through the dark sky of our times eimear ryan arrives
like a comet a bright talent scorching through every page doireann nÍ ghrÍofa author of a ghost in the throat
brilliantly realised gripping and moving this is absolutely the real thing kevin power written with a wonderful
clarity and insight holding her breath lingers in the imagination beth s unravelling and re ravelling is drawn with
great skill and empathy a brilliant debut donal ryan

Growing Old, Going Cold 2022-05-03

what is it about freezing cold water that draws people in throughout history humans have gravitated to cold water
swimming and celebrated its healing properties calling it the secret to good health and serenity today cold water
swimmers gather in groups from galway to georgian bay to jump into frigid waters for fun competition and even as a
form of activism and protest kathleen mcdonnell started swimming in lake ontario infamous for its chilly depths
because it was close to home as time went on she began to rely on a daily dip even breaking through winter ice to
raise her spirits and refresh her body in this wide ranging memoir mcdonnell shares her love of cold water
swimming and the lessons she has learned from a slow and steady commitment to the waves

Fashion and Authorship 2020-02-13

studies of fashion and literature in recent decades have focused primarily on representations of clothing and dress
within literary texts but what about the author how did he dress what where her shopping practices and
predilections what were his alliances with modishness stylishness fashion the essays in this book explore these and
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other questions as they look at authors from the eighteenth century through the postmodern and digital eras cultural
producers who were also men and women of fashion alexander pope hester thrale mary robinson lord byron william
thackeray charlotte bronte wilkie collins margaret oliphant virginia woolf rebecca west trudi kanter angela carter and
martin margiela the essays collected here ultimately converge upon a fundamental question what happens to our
notions of timeless literature when authorship itself is implicated in the transient and the temporary the cycles and
materials of fashion gerald egan s provocative introduction to this exciting new book poses a bold question how are
authorship and literature so often linked to ideas of transcendence implicated in the transient trends and stuff of
fashion the thirteen chapters that follow track authorship s complex implication in the discourses and materiality of
fashion and fashionable goods from the eighteenth to the twentieth centuries wide ranging in discipline and
chronology yet forensically focused and carefully argued this book makes a striking and wonderfully original
contribution to studies of authorship celebrity and material culture dr jennie batchelor professor of eighteenth century
studies university of kent uk

Leap In 2017-01-12

remarkable observer a joy to read daily telegraph soaringly beautiful sunday times magazine genuine and persuasive
guardian alexandra heminsley thought she could swim she really did it may have been because she could run it may
have been because she wanted to swim or perhaps because she only ever did ten minutes of breaststroke at a time but
as she learned one day while flailing around in the sea she really couldn t believing that a life lived fully isn t one
with the most money earned the most stuff bought or the most races won but one with the most experiences
experienced the most fully she decided to conquer her fear of the water from the ignominy of getting into a wetsuit
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to the triumph of swimming from kefalonia to ithaca in becoming a swimmer alexandra learns to appreciate her body
and still her mind as it turns out the water is never as frightening once you re in and really everything is better
when you remember to exhale what hemmo s readers are saying this book is funny engaging entertaining
informative suspenseful motivating and inspiring i ve never read anything quite like it nina on goodreads 5 stars just
like running like a girl this was an absolute joy to read a beautifully written story of swimming family and being a
woman violet on amazon 5 stars fantastic book entertaining often laugh out loud funny and full of really useful advice
j edwards on amazon 5 stars a fabulous book that s beautifully written nik on goodreads 5 stars i can t recommend this
book enough i absolutely love alexandra heminsley s writing her attitude towards exercise and her passion for
swimming sarah on goodreads 5 stars an inspirational and encouraging read stephanie on goodreads 5 stars the author s
enthusiasm is contagious one cannot help but yearn to join in a thoroughly inspiring book with a likeable narrator
unafraid to share her personal life eleanor on goodreads 5 stars this is a delightful book a pleasure to read unbelievably
well written it flows like the water she loves bobby on amazon 5 stars

Native Trees of Canada: A Postcard Set 2015-09-08

an artistic ode to canada s majestic foliage national post leanne shapton s bold vibrant watercolor portraits of the trees of
canada come to new life in this postcard set the lively hues of the garry oak and the simple elegance of the staghorn
sumac are perfectly presented in a beautiful keepsake box great as a gift for a friend or yourself native trees of canada
a postcard set collects thirty of shapton s spirited and singular drawings of the native trees of canada
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Blue Mind 2014-07-22

a landmark book by marine biologist wallace j nichols on the remarkable effects of water on our health and well being
why are we drawn to the ocean each summer why does being near water set our minds and bodies at ease in blue
mind wallace j nichols revolutionizes how we think about these questions revealing the remarkable truth about the
benefits of being in on under or simply near water combining cutting edge neuroscience with compelling personal
stories from top athletes leading scientists military veterans and gifted artists he shows how proximity to water can
improve performance increase calm diminish anxiety and increase professional success blue mind not only illustrates
the crucial importance of our connection to water it provides a paradigm shifting blueprint for a better life on this blue
marble we call home

Important Artifacts and Personal Property from the Collection of Lenore
Doolan and Harold Morris 2014-08-21

lenore doolan a food writer for the new york times meets harold morris a photographer at a halloween party in 2002
he is dressed as harry houdini in leanne shapton s marvellously inventive and invented auction catalogue the 325 lots
up for auction are what remain from the relationship between lenore and harold who aren t real people but might as
well be through photographs of the couple s personal effects the usual auction items jewellery fine art and rare
furniture and the seemingly worthless pyjamas post it notes worn paperbacks the story of a failed love affair vividly
and cleverly emerges from first meeting to final separation the progress and rituals of intimacy are revealed through
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the couple s accumulated relics and memorabilia and a love story in all its tenderness and struggle emerges from the
evidence that has been left behind laid out for us to appraise and appreciate in important artifacts and personal
property from the collection of lenore doolan and harold morris leanne shapton invites us to contemplate what is truly
valuable and to consider the art we make of our private lives this epub edition is optimized for use on the ipad kindle
fire kindle paperwhite and the nook

Seeking a Home for Poetry in a Nomadic World 2020-01-28

this thoroughly researched overview on one of the most absorbing literary phenomena of recent decades the
trespassing of cultural and linguistic borders departs from the canonical point of view offered by the english works of
the nobel laureate russian american poet and essayist joseph brodsky to approach the work of the emerging hungarian
english poet Ágnes lehóczky through the epistemological filter offered by some guiding texts such as bauman hall
braidotti and many others this study allows the reader to discover the recounting of a search for an identity where the
adoption of english as an artistic vehicle is only the first thread that unites the two nomadic authors striving to locate
language and identity brodsky and lehóczky face the limits of doing so due to the fluid and nomadic nature of
language itself this suggests if not answers then new ways of expression which draw the language of our future

Storyteller's Word a Day 2 2021-01-19

fire your child s imagination storyteller s word a day 2 is kids daily dose of rich descriptive vocabulary for all aspects
of storytelling from describing characters appearance actions and emotions to creating vivid memorable story worlds
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set it on the breakfast table talk about it together tell stories and create a daily word learning habit that will last a
lifetime 180 brand new words to learn has your voracious little wordsmith already devoured the first volume of
storyteller s word a day ravenous for more its long awaited sequel is finally here storyteller s word a day 2 features
180 more richly descriptive storytelling words including 60 never before seen words and illustrations from our team
of hollywood artists storyteller s word a day 2 is packed with discerning data and insight on how to get the most out
of every word set it on the breakfast table talk about it together tell stories and create a daily word learning habit that
will take kids storytelling to another planet hardcover with spiral binding for easy viewing by kids and parents

Communication Design 2015-02-26

the success of a piece of communication has always been dependent on the connection between content form audience
and context what the message is who it s aimed at what it looks like and how and where it s communicated in recent
years the balance between these elements has shifted this book bridges the gap between education and emerging
practices to provide students and practitioners with the information they need to understand the new skillsets
required to succeed in this changing communication environment organized into themes of brand experience
conversation participation navigation advocacy and critique it explores the core ideas shaping contemporary practice
alongside case studies of game changing projects it uses analysis of historical context and interviews with key thinkers
and practitioners to provide a relevant and contemporary guide to the creative employment landscape
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Late to the Ball 2017-05-02

an award winning author shares the inspiring and entertaining account of his pursuit to become a nationally
competitive tennis player at the age of sixty being a man or a woman in your early sixties is different than it was a
generation or two ago at least for the more fortunate of us we aren t old

������� 2020-11

������������ ������� ������������ �������������

The Experimental Book Object 2023-11-30

the experimental book object shows why and how books matter in the 21st century digital and audio platforms are
commonplace and other fields of art beyond literature have increasingly embraced books and publication as their
medium of choice nevertheless the manifold book object persists and continues to inspire various types of
experimentation this volume sets forth an unprecedented approach where literary and media theory are entangled
with design practitioners artistic research and process descriptions by probing the paradigm of the codex this collection
of essays focuses on historical and contemporary experimentation that has challenged what books are and could be
from the perspectives of materiality mediation and visual and typographic design investigations into less studied areas
and cases of performativity demonstrate what experimental books do by interacting with their systemic and cultural
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environments the volume offers a multifaceted and multidisciplinary view of the book object the book design and
publishing processes and their significance in the digital age

Small Bodies of Water 2021-08-05

remarkable robert macfarlane gorgeous amy liptrot urgent and nourishing jessica j lee nina mingya powles first
learned to swim in borneo where her mother was born and her grandfather studied freshwater fish there the local
swimming pool became her first body of water through her life there have been others that have meant different
things but have still been in their own way home from the wild coastline of new zealand to a pond in northwest
london in lyrical powerful prose small bodies of water weaves together memories dreams and nature writing
exploring everything from migration food family earthquakes and the ancient lunisolar calendar nina reflects on a
girlhood spent growing up between two cultures and what it means to belong

Sportswomen’s Apparel Around the World 2020-11-18

this volume presents a collection of essays that explore the relationship between sporting clothing and gender
drawing on uniform and sports apparel as a means of exploring the socio sexual politics of the contemporary world the
contributions analyse the historical political economic socio cultural and sport specific dimensions of gendered clothing
in sport part of a two volume series the other discussing this phenomenon in the usa contributors cover topics such as
the rise of athleisurewear olympics outfits esports religious considerations the saree fitness attire on instagram japanese
bloomers youth clothing forplay s sexy sports costumes and women s sportswear for rugby tennis throwing biking
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wrestling and flat track roller derby this global anthology will be of interest to practitioners and scholars of sports
history the sociology of sport and gender media studies

An Introduction to the Blue Humanities 2023-07-07

an introduction to the blue humanities is the first textbook to explore the many ways humans engage with water
utilizing literary cultural historical and theoretical connections and ecologies to introduce students to the history and
theory of water centric thinking comprised of multinational texts and materials each chapter will provide readers
with a range of primary and secondary sources offering a fresh look at the major oceanic regions saltwater and
freshwater geographies and the physical properties of water that characterize the blue humanities each chapter
engages with carefully chosen primary texts including frequently taught works such as herman melville s moby dick
samuel taylor coleridge s rime of the ancient mariner homer s odyssey and luis vaz de camões s lusíads to provide the
perfect pedagogy for students to develop an understanding of the blue humanities chapter by chapter readers will
gain insight into new trends in intellectual culture and the enduring history of humans thinking with and about
water ranging across the many coastlines of the world ocean to pacific clouds mediterranean lakes caribbean swamps
arctic glaciers southern ocean rainstorms atlantic groundwater and indian ocean rivers providing new avenues for
future thinking and investigation of the blue humanities this volume will be ideal for both undergraduate and
graduate courses engaging with the environmental humanities and oceanic literature
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Ocean 2020-03-19

object lessons is a series of short beautifully designed books about the hidden lives of ordinary things the ocean
comprises the largest object on our planet retelling human history from an oceanic rather than terrestrial point of
view unsettles our relationship with the natural environment our engagement with the world s oceans can be
destructive as with today s deluge of plastic trash and acidification but the mismatch between small bodies and vast
seas also emphasizes the frailty and resilience of human experience from ancient stories of shipwrecked sailors to the
containerized future of 21st century commerce ocean splashes the histories we thought we knew into salty and
unfamiliar places object lessons is published in partnership with an essay series in the atlantic

Adrift 2021-01-21

the world is not neatly divided into two camps of women those who wanted to reproduce and did and those who
didn t want to and didn t so many of us are caught here in between neither one thing nor the other drifting towards
a receding horizon in our own camp when miranda ward and her husband decided to have a baby they were
optimistic there was no reason not to be they were both young they were both healthy but five years three
miscarriages and one ectopic pregnancy later ward finds herself still dealing with the ongoing aftermath of that
decision the waiting the doubting the despairing the hoping adrift is a memoir about the unique place of almost
motherhood some people pass through it without even noticing others languish there held safe held prisoner by the
walls of not knowing for as long as there is still a question mark an open ending there is a chance of escape inspired by
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her childhood on the california coast ward turns to the water seeking solace in a landscape of a different kind the
swimming pool hoping to make sense of the uncertainty she begins to ask questions of geography on the most
intimate scale how do we learn to feel at home in our own bodies even when they disobey how can we find our way
even when we feel adrift what language do we have for the spaces in between charting a journey through territory
at once deeply personal and widely shared ward offers a searing lyrical and radically honest narrative of fertility and
motherhood that is less often told

Sportswomen’s Apparel in the United States 2020-11-17

this volume presents a collection of essays that explore the relationship between sporting clothing and gender
drawing on uniform and sports apparel as a means of exploring the socio sexual politics of contemporary us society the
contributions analyse the historical political economic socio cultural and sport specific dimensions of gendered clothing
in sport part of a two volume series the other discussing this phenomenon in a global context contributors cover topics
such as wnba uniform politics military promotion female sportscaster clothing magazine depictions plus size exercise
apparel flojo the skirt chaser 5k race and the socio politics of the lpga crossfit roller derby rock climbing and more as
the first single compendium to discuss american sportswomen s apparel this collection will be of interest to
practitioners and scholars of sports history the sociology of sport and gender media studies
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The Structure is Rotten, Comrade 2019-05-16

more in love with the alluring properties of cement than he is with his girlfriend frunz s overriding ambition is to
become the next legendary architect if only life was that simple his father known as mr cement is a builder in bed
with the autocrats who run yerevan the capital of post soviet armenia as father and son team up to transform the city
into a post modern mecca of trumpian high rises outraged citizens rise up in revolution against them and yerevan s
corrupt regime will frunz and his father realize their architectural dreams or come crashing down to earth in the
chaos of the revolution written by viken berberian with his signature originality and verve and drawn with
audacious compositions delirious colors and a kinetic expressionistic technique by the acclaimed painter and illustrator
yann kebbi the structure is rotten comrade is a formally innovative and politically resonant work by turns prescient
punchy cautionary and fearless

World Almanac and Book of Facts 2014 2013-12-04

get thousands of facts right at your fingertips with this updated resource the world almanac and book of facts is
america s top selling reference book of all time with more than 82 million copies sold published annually since 1868
this compendium of information is the authoritative source for all your entertainment reference and learning needs
the 2014 edition of the world almanac reviews the events of 2013 and will be your go to source for any questions on
any topic in the upcoming year praised as a treasure trove of political economic scientific and educational statistics and
information by the wall street journal the world almanac contains thousands of facts that are unavailable publicly
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elsewhere the world almanac and book of facts will answer all of your trivia needs from history and sports to
geography pop culture and much more

Women in Clothes 2014-09-04

the new york times bestseller women in clothes is a book unlike any other it is essentially a conversation among
hundreds of women of all nationalities famous anonymous religious secular married single young old on the subject of
clothing and how the garments we put on every day define and shape our lives it began with a survey the editors
composed a list of more than fifty questions designed to prompt women to think more deeply about their personal
style writers activists and artists including cindy sherman kim gordon kalpona akter sarah nicole prickett tavi
gevinson miranda july roxane gay lena dunham and molly ringwald answered these questions with photographs
interviews personal testimonies and illustrations even our most basic clothing choices can give us confidence show the
connection between our appearance and our habits of mind express our values and our politics bond us with our
friends or function as armor or disguise they are the tools we use to reinvent ourselves and to transform how others
see us women in clothes embraces the complexity of women s style decisions revealing the sometimes funny
sometimes strange always thoughtful impulses that influence our daily ritual of getting dressed
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Viver e traduzir 2023-11-16

traduzir é entrar em alguém dar lhe lugar também para que entre em nós escreve a argentina laura wittner em viver
e traduzir uma espécie de diário em que seu ofício de tradutora se mescla a cenas do cotidiano aforismos anedotas e
diálogos com diversas obras e seus autores e autoras numa saborosa prosa poética tradutora de nomes como katherine
mansfield e leonard cohen e também poeta premiada laura wittner elabora esse ensaio singular a partir de reflexões
acumuladas em mais de 25 anos defendendo a ligação entre a prática da tradução literária e a experiência concreta da
vida revelando segredos do ofício e inquietações na tentativa constante de responder à pergunta o que é traduzir laura
oferece ainda uma série de definições que permeiam as suas notas traduzir é autoanalisar se traduzir é seguir vivendo
traduzir é apropriar se

Athletes Breaking Bad 2020-07-01

at their basic level sporting events are about numbers wins and losses percentages and points shots and saves clocks and
countdowns however sports narratives quickly leave the realm of statistics the stories we tell and retell sometimes for
decades make sports dramatic and compelling just like any great drama sports imply conflict not just battles on the
field of play but clashes of personalities goals and strategies in telling these stories we create heroes but we also create
villains this book is about the latter those players who transgress norms and expectations and who we label the bad
boys of sports using a variety of approaches these 13 new essays examine the cultural social and rhetorical implications
of sports villainy each chapter focuses on a different athlete and sport questioning issues such as how notorious sports
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figures are defined to be bad within particular sports and within the larger culture the role media play in creating
antiheroes fan reactions when players cross boundaries and how those boundaries shift depending on the athlete s
gender sexuality and race

Bocetos de natación 2022-06-28

en bocetos de natación leanne shapton con una prosa elegante meditativa y de ligera belleza explora una vida que
transcurre siempre alrededor del agua la natación atraviesa su vida y su obra de adolescente se entrenó para ser
nadadora olímpica y representar a canadá en competiciones de alto nivel como adulta el nado recreativo en piscinas de
hotel o en el mar durante unas vacaciones son parte de su cotidianeidad de la disciplina de un entrenamiento de élite a
la introspección de una artista bajo el agua shapton compone un libro que es en sí mismo una obra de arte
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